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PreFace 
coNTRIBUToRS / mAGAZINE TEAm

FROM The edITOR

PrefaCe
W

elcome to the 
July / August 
edition of 
the onrec 
magazine

It seems to me the online recruitment 
industry has many people and 
companies thinking about innovation but 
rarely have I seen them collaborate.

Partly due to the age of the industry, 
still in its infancy (depending on who you 
believe in the claiming the oldest online 
recruitment site game) no one has been 
doing it more than 20 years.

Understandably innovators want to 
keep their clever ideas to themselves 
so they can monetise or gain market 
advantage. At the same time I have 
thought it’s a pity that many of them 
are actually doing similar work and re 
inventing the wheel, only to come to 
market with similar technology. In my 
time here at onrec I have seen many a 
press release proclaiming a super new 
technology. often it isn’t. 

So what other areas of our lives 
have synergy with online recruitment that 

all this  
and more...

uPDatED 
contEnt: 

UK, US & 
International news 

updated daily

SEaRcH tHE 
aRcHivE:  
A collection of 

thousands of news 
articles 

inDuStRy 
FoRuMS: 
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colleagues have 

to say

 onLinE 
MaGazinE: 

View current  
and past issues 

inDuStRy 
DiREctoRy: 

Search hundreds of 
industry suppliers 

and job boards

we can learn from? The Anthony 
Nolan Trust, who I am delighted 
are participating in our 1st october 
conference have an interesting story 
that the online recruitment industry 
may have a great deal to learn from,  
in how they match donors to grateful 
recipients and how they interact 
with donors, who will remain on their 
register often for years without being 
able to help.

To them paramount is how they 
treat and communicate with the 
donor.  Think as the donor as the 
candidate.  I would suggest the entire 
recruitment industry has a lot to learn 
from them.

For those prepared to spend 
the time attending the conference 
they may gain some unique and 
invaluable insights...

david hurst, ceo, onrec
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CAREERBUILDER WORLD LIST

neWs
EMBRACING MOBILE

Candidates 
embrace mobile
56% of UK job seekers are using their 
mobiles when job hunting, according to a 
recent poll by leading job board CV-Library

A new global study from CareerBuilder 
shows that companies around the world 
have at least one thing in common: 
difficulty filling in-demand jobs. Employers 
in the top ten world economies identified 
which positions at their organizations 
typically take the longest to fill as they 
struggle to find qualified candidates. The 
global survey, conducted online by Harris 
Interactive© from May 9 to June 5, 2013, 
included more than 5,000 hiring managers 
and human resource professionals in 
countries with the largest gross domestic 
product.

“Any positions that remain open 
for an extended period of time can 
negatively impact both the financial health 
of a company and its overall employee 
morale,” said Matt Ferguson, CEO of 
CareerBuilder. “We see more hiring 
managers embracing data tools that can 
measure market demand and supply of 
relevant labor in specific geographies, so 
they can adjust their recruitment strategies 
and fill vacancies in a timely manner.”

While the positions that take the 
longest to fill vary from country to country, 
there are some similarities across the 
globe. A common thread amongst all ten 
countries is the extended time it takes to 
fill engineering and technology positions 
and revenue-driving roles such as sales 
and customer service.

survey methodology

This survey was conducted online 
within the U.S., Brazil, China, France, 
Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Russia and 
the U.K. by Harris Interactive©on behalf 
of CareerBuilder among 400 to 2,279 
hiring managers and human resource 
professionals (employed full-time, not 

self-employed, government and non-
government) in each country between May 
9 and June 5, 2013 (percentages for some 
questions are based on a subset, based 
on their responses to certain questions). 
With pure probability samples ranging 
from 400 to 2,279, one could say with a 95 
percent probability that the overall results 
have a sampling error between +/- 4.9 
and +/-2.05 percentage points.  Sampling 
error for data from sub-samples is higher 
and varies.

about careerBuilder®

CareerBuilder is the global leader 
in human capital solutions, helping 
companies target and attract their most 
important asset - their people. Its online 
career site, CareerBuilder.com®, is the 
largest in the United States with more than 
24 million unique visitors, 1 million jobs 
and 50 million resumes. CareerBuilder 
works with the world’s top employers, 
providing resources for everything from 
talent and compensation intelligence to 
employment branding and recruitment 
support. More than 10,000 websites, 
including 140 newspapers and broadband 
portals such as MSN and AOL, feature 
CareerBuilder’s proprietary job search 
technology on their career sites. Owned 
by Gannett Co., Inc. (NYSE:GCI), Tribune 
Company and The McClatchy Company 
(NYSE:MNI), CareerBuilder and its 
subsidiaries operate in the United States, 
Europe, South America, Canada and 
Asia. For more information, visit www.
careerbuilder.com.

to view the full list, click here

56% of UK job seekers are using their 
mobiles when job hunting, according to a 
recent poll by job board CV-Library.

The findings highlight that it’s more 
important than ever for recruitment 
businesses to stay ahead of the game 
and ensure their services are mobile 
friendly.

The Development Team at CV-Library 
have focused on mobile innovation 
throughout 2013; launching an updated 
mobile App, configuring the mobile site 
with Dropbox to allow candidate’s to 
upload their CV straight from their mobile 
and rolling out mobile responsive pages 
across CV-Library.co.uk.

Lee Biggins, Managing Director of 
CV-Library: “Mobile innovation cannot 
be ignored, especially within the online 
recruitment industry where candidates 
and recruiters continually require instant 
and easy access to a pool of jobs or 
CVs. As job seeker behaviour continues 
to change it is the responsibility of the 
recruitment industry to stay up to date as 
we have done in the past.

“As job adverts moved from 
newspapers to websites a decade 
ago, now we need to introduce mobile 
services to ensure we’re engaging with all 
candidates across the UK.”

In September 2011 CV-Library was 
the first job board to launch a mobile App 
that allowed candidates to search and 
apply to jobs directly from their mobile. 
Future innovations include the integration 
of cloud storage solutions Google Drive 
and SkyDrive, alongside Dropbox, which 
will allow candidates to upload their CV 
straight from their mobile, and a new 
generation of SMS notifications including 
web links. Poll results from over 2,200 
active users of CV-Library.co.uk. The 
question asked was ‘do you use your 
mobile when searching for jobs?’

CareerBuilder lists the longest to fill 
positions around the world
A new global study from CareerBuilder shows that companies around the world 
have at least one thing in common: difficulty filling in-demand jobs
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DICE DOMINATION
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Facts about the deal

The Company purchased the outstanding 
shares of Jobboard Enterprises Limited, 
the corporate entity of The IT Job Board.

The purchase price consists of initial 
cash consideration of £8.0 million ($12.2 
million) net of cash acquired.  £9.2 million 
less £1.2 million cash acquired

The IT Job Board has 2013 revenues 
(January – June) of approximately £2.5 
million

Facts about dice holdings’ tech 
brands:

Dice.com is the leading career site in North 
America for technology professionals.  
More than 2 million tech professionals visit 
Dice on a monthly basis.  Dice recently 
introduced Open Web, which searches 
approximately 50 social and professional 
networks and billions of web pages to 
create an aggregated or “super” profile 
of a candidate’s professional experience, 
contributions, history and capabilities, as 
well as their passions and interests.

Slashdot, a user-generated news, 
analysis, peer question and professional 
insight community.  Tech professionals 
moderate the site which averages more 
than 5,300 comments daily and 3.7 million 
unique visitors each month.

SourceForge, a destination for 
technology professionals and enthusiasts 
to develop, download, review and publish 
open source software, much of which 
they use in their own organizations.  
Approximately 80 percent of its roughly 40 
million monthly unique visitors are outside 
the U.S.

Freecode, one of the largest indexes 
of Linux, Unix and cross-platform software, 
as well as mobile applications generates 
nearly 500,000 unique visitors each month.

dice acquires The IT  
Job Board
The Company purchased the outstanding 
shares of Jobboard Enterprises Limited, the 
corporate entity of The IT Job Board.

VACANCIES REMAIN HIGH

Competition for jobs eases as 
employment opportunities rise
New figures released today by the totaljobs.com Barometer show that the 
number of jobs posted across the UK has increased by 12% year on year

New figures released by the totaljobs.
com Barometer show that the number 
of jobs posted across the UK has 
increased by 12% year on year. 
This surge in job opportunities has 
eased competition for jobs, with 16 
applications made per job compared to 
18 at the start of 2013 showing a step 
towards renewed jobseeker confidence.   

The Totaljobs Barometer follows 
over 4.8 million jobseekers and 5,000 
recruiters each month and, crucially, 
is three months ahead of the ONS 
unemployment statistics reporting.

In contrast to this positive view, 
London faced a 5% decrease in the 
number of jobs posted compared 
to 2012, potentially due to a lull after 
the Olympic and Paralympic Games, 
sending the number of applications per 
job up by 4%. As a result, the capital 
remains one of the toughest places 
to find work, with 23 applications 
made per job, compared to just nine 
applications per job in East Anglia 
and in the South West. The impact of 
warmer weather on the employment 
market is reflected within this quarter’s 
data, with transport and logistics jobs 
increasing by 14% compared to Q1, 
and opportunities within construction 
increasing by 8%. However, this year’s 
disappointing spring did mean dim 
prospects in some industries, including 
a 10% fall in the number of jobs in 
the catering and hospitality sector 
compared to the same period last year, 
where they remained high throughout 
the Diamond Jubilee celebrations.

John Salt, Website Director at 
totaljobs.com, commented on the 
findings: “Greater competition in 
London and the lack of ongoing 
employment after London 2012 may 
now encourage some jobseekers to 
consider other locations – a so-called 
‘reverse Dick Whittington’ effect. There 

appears to be increasing opportunities 
in the north of the country in particular, 
which is a trend that should continue as 
the Government gets back on track with 
major rail infrastructure plans. 

“The number of opportunities 
available have increased in almost 
every sector, including those that don’t 
normally require the employment of 
candidates with formal qualifications, 
such as catering, construction and 
administrative jobs. This is especially 
important for those collecting 
their GCSE, A-level or vocational 
qualifications this summer, and are 
hoping to get straight into work, laying 
the foundations for the UK’s recovery.

“The fact that employment 
opportunities have increased since last 
year is bound to contribute to cautious 
confidence amongst jobseekers and 
employers, and it is this cautious 
confidence that should encourage the 
growth and investment that this country 
needs.”

education, education, education
A sector that has seen a huge change 
in the past twelve months is education, 
which has posted an 82% increase 
compared to this time last year. Other 
areas of the public sector have also 
seen considerable growth including 
health and nursing which has seen 
a 69% growth in new opportunities 
compared to Q2 in 2012.

John Salt continues:“Education 
remains one of the most attractive 
prospects for new graduates because 
of its relative long-term safety in the 
face of shake-ups in finance and 
business reshuffles. Education is 
also a sector in which employees can 
develop core employment skills such 
as leadership, public speaking and 
organisation, and it therefore opens 
doors to other options in the future."
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WCn Plc creates partnership with 
applitracker limited
World Careers Network Plc creates strategic partnership with Applitracker 
Limited to expand further along the recruitment value chain

World Careers Network (WCN) the 
leading provider of Talent Management 
Systems and e-Recruitment solutions 
has launched a strategic partnership 
with Applitracker Limited to deploy 
their flagship job posting and applicant 
response product IMPS (Intelligent Mass 
Posting System). 

WCN will make IMPS available to all 
of its clients, enabling them to reach the 
best jobseekers and most suitable talent 
quicker than ever before – all delivered 
at a fraction of the cost and with a single 
contractual commitment. 

Sarah Callery (Channel and 
Alliances Manager) of WCN who 
helped form the partnership said: “This 
partnership represents the commitment 
we have to deliver cost savings and 
increase value for our customers.  
Through this partnership, our clients 
can make massive savings on their job 
postings and reach a bigger audience 
of the right, engaged talent than ever 
before without leaving their current 
Talent Management System.”

Expanding further, Sarah added:  

“The intelligent aspect of IMPS, and 
the way it identifies the best candidate 
sources based on the job content, also 
creates huge time savings and passive 
efficiencies to our clients.  All of which 
we provide for a single cost per job – a 
fraction of what our clients are presently 
paying.”

Arran Stewart (Managing Director) 
of Applitracker Limited explained the 
IMPS product further.

“IMPS is specific to and only 
available through Talent Management 
Systems.  It reads the content of any 
job advertisement posted to it and then 
intelligently despatches the vacancy out 
to the best job boards, social networks 
and job aggregators from a network of 
over 4,500 sites.”  He also expanded 
further that IMPS has a candidate reach 
in excess of 60,000,000 unique users – 
delivering comprehensive coverage of 
most talent verticals.

WCN is making IMPS available to all 
its clients with immediate effect, already 
‘on boarding’ some of their key clients.

Bond adapts v11 
to add idibu
Bond announces the integration between Bond 
Adapt v11 with idibu, a multi-posting service 
that links seamlessly to over 1200 job boards 
throughout the UK and the rest of the world. 

Bond International Software the global 
recruitment, HR and Payroll specialists, 
today announces the integration between 
Bond Adapt v11 – the specialist portfolio of 
recruitment applications – with idibu, a multi-
posting service that links seamlessly to over 
1200 job boards throughout the UK and the 
rest of the world. 

As a result of the integrated technology, 
the user is able to draw vacancies out of 
the database and automatically post them 
onto job boards and social network sites 
such as Linkedin, Facebook and Twitter. 
The Bond Adapt technology provides a 
seamless approach to posting jobs from the 
recruitment database onto the net. Users 
can now simply click on the ‘multi-poster’ tab 
from inside the job listing, edit required fields 
and descriptors, and post immediately for 
public viewing.

James Payne, Head of Business 
Development, Head of Product Design, 
comments, “We are delighted to partner with 
idibu to further enhance the functionality of 
Bond Adapt. We’ve taken onboard feedback 
from our customers and this integration 
offers them an alternative with which to post 
jobs onto the internet, helping them make 
a real difference to save time and improve 
efficiency when sourcing candidates.”

Steve Walker, Managing Director of 
idibu concludes, “Bond Adapt v11 is a 
great platform. The integration offers users 
a simple but powerful experience. We’re 
pleased to provide multi-posting facilities to 
Bond Adapt users and we’re already looking 
to add further functionality and offer more 
idibu services to Bond users in the future.’
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11 Big deBate 
LINkEdIN: woRTh ITS vALUATIoN?

[ BIg deBaTe quesTIOn ]
LinkedIn:

Worth its valuation?

 stephen Blackmore,  
 DaXtra Technologies

“LinkedIn recently passed its 200  
million user mark and while it provides 
an invaluable source of candidate 
information, by design, it is unable to 
provide the value added service which 
is usually obtainable through  
outsourcing to an agency. The  
business world is without doubt a  
fast-paced environment, one that can 
often leave website information, such 
as LinkedIn, out of date and  
incomplete. The best candidates, 
those who are dedicated to their work, 
may not have time to update a profile 
or may not be online at all. Online  
candidate sources only exist because 
the individual ‘opts in’ and not every 
good candidate does..” 

 adrian Kinnersley, 
 Twenty recruitment 

"LinkedIn is a valuable tool in recruitment, but I feel strongly 
that it won’t kill the industry. LinkedIn needs recruitment to 
survive, and recruitment companies contribute a vast amount 
to its revenue. Not only this, but the hiring process needs to be 
built around relationships, and the personal touch is essential. 
A career move is still one of the most important decisions an 
individual has to make, and so there needs to be interaction 
with another person. The idea that recruiters can be replaced 
with some sort of ‘black box’ solution grossly underestimates 
the impact that they have.”

 tristan ramus,  
 Hamilton Bradshaw 

“LinkedIn is rapidly becoming 
a dominant force not just here 
in the UK but also across the 
world and you have to  
question what the long-term 
business strategy is. We should 
all remember that this is not a 
free service but a business and 
anyone who has control of the 
market ultimately can call the 
shots. It is an incredibly useful 
and efficient tool for the  
recruitment industry but should 
come with a health warning 
attached. There is a dragon 
lurking below the surface which 
could eventually turn out to be 
seriously expensive for the  
recruitment industry as a 
whole.”

 James taylor, 
 Macildowie

"LinkedIn’s current market 
value is over $20 billion, mak-
ing it one of the biggest US 
technology companies around. 
I believe it is worth that valu-
ation and if used it to its full 
potential, it can be a powerful 
tool. The introduction of the 
mobile app also means that 
people at all levels, keep their 
profile relevant and up to date.
Once you know how to set 
up searches on LinkedIn, it 
becomes an invaluable market 
intelligence tool to help find 
new candidates and gener-
ate leads – even when people 
aren’t actively looking for work."

 Peter linas,  
 Bullhorn

“LinkedIn is now valued at more 
than $18 billion and from a  
recruitment perspective our  
European Trends report support-
ed this valuation by revealing that 
93 per cent of recruiters surveyed 
successfully placed candidates 
using LinkedIn. To realise Linke-
dIn’s benefits, recruiters should 
use the network to target specific 
skill sets and intelligently identify 
passive candidates rather than 
blindly spamming groups with 
job postings. The best recruiters 
use specialist software to man-
age social networks and know 
that often an in-house database 
is still the best repository for  
suitable candidates.”
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ALASTAIR dIGBy, mAdGEx

Favourite holiday destination:  San Francisco

Favourite singer/Band:  The Stone Roses

Favourite meal:  Rib eye steak preferably from Argentina

Personal fact file



reCruITMenT ICOn
alasTaIr dIgBy, Madgex
Madgex provides innovative job board software & CV services designed to increase application rates, maximise revenues and 
lower operational costs.

recruitment icon 
ALASTAIR dIGBy, mAdGEx
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onrec: What were you doing before 
madgex?
ad: Before I joined Madgex in 2009 I had 
previously been working for a number of B2B 
marketing agencies in Brighton. The experience 
I gained in these roles was invaluable to my 
work at Madgex and I was privileged to work 
with some fantastic colleagues and clients.    

onrec: What are your plans for the rest of 
the year?
ad: Madgex has a number of key areas of 
focus for the remainder of the year, both from 
a technology and strategic growth perspective. 
We are in the final stages of completing our 
new responsive design job board which is due 
for launch in early 2014.  We have also been 
incredibly busy increasing our international 
client base. During 2013 Madgex has already 
launched job boards outside the UK in the US, 
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Germany with 
more projects currently in development. 

onrec: if you were not working in 
recruitment technology today, what would 
you do?
ad: Working in the film industry has always 
appealed to me. At university I studied a 
number of modules on film production and 
really enjoyed the process of taking a story idea 
from initial concept through to the screen. It’s a 
hugely rewarding and satisfying experience. 

onrec: What do you think has/will have 
the biggest impact in the uK recruitment 
industry in 2013?
ad: Mobile recruitment continues to drive 
substantial change across the market. Although 
this isn’t news to anyone, the rapid adoption 
of smartphone and tablets has fundamentally 

changed how we interact with the web. Our 
research clearly illustrates that jobseekers 
are using multiple devices in their job search 
meaning they need a coherent experience 
across desktop, mobile and tablets. This was 
a key factor for us to develop our responsive 
design job board to address this issue and fill a 
gap in the job board software market. 

onrec: What is your biggest achievement?
ad: I don’t tend to look at my achievements 
based on their individual merits. What gives me 
satisfaction personally is my overall contribution 
to Madgex’s success. This can range from 
securing a new client to mentoring a colleague. 
Last year my role changed to Sales & Marketing 
Manager and winning my first deal was a 
definite highlight, but there have been many 
more since then.  

onrec: What makes madgex different from 
its competitors?
ad: One of our core strengths has always 
been our strong focus on innovation and user 
experience. For our clients it’s imperative they 
have the most up to date job board technology 
to power their online recruitment business. 18 
months ago we moved to an agile development 
process enabling us to update our platform with 
new features, functionality and enhancements 
every 3 weeks. With web technology constantly 
changing this deployment process gives our 
clients the tools they need to stay ahead of the 
competition.    

onrec: What are your future plans for 
developing madgex?
ad: Looking forward Madgex will continue 
to innovate and improve our job board 
software. As we increase our global foot print 

this unearths new opportunities to further 
increase our technological capabilities. We are 
constantly adding new languages alongside 
rolling out our core product roadmap. This year 
has been our most successful ever and the 
future looks very positive for the business. 

onrec: Which business leader or other 
general public figure do you admire most 
today?
ad: I’ve always admired Richard Branson, 
his achievements are truly inspiring and he is 
a shining example of a hugely successful UK 
entrepreneur. There are countless others on my 
shortlist however his accomplishments stand 
out due to his determination to succeed.       

onrec: if you could turn back the clocks, 
what would you change?
ad: I’d have to honestly say nothing. I firmly 
believe that all my experiences have brought 
me to where I am today and made me a better 
person for it. For me personally I have always 
aspired to work for a great company with strong 
values and a good work life balance which I’m 
very fortunate to have. 

onrec: What do you enjoy outside work?
ad: Living in Brighton means I’m spoilt for 
choice, the city is bursting with exciting ways to 
spend your spare time from seeing live bands 
to relaxing on the beach. Alongside enjoying 
Brighton life you can often find me huffing 
and puffing on my mountain bike taking in 
the splendour of the South Downs. I’ve also 
recently taken up golf, although I’ve got a long 
way to go before making the cut for the PGA 
tour. 
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online screening 
& skills testing
sifting for the best candidates



the candidate determine if the job is right for them and evaluate whether they should 
continue with their application. Realistic job previews are also beneficial to the employer. 
By ensuring candidates understand the role, they will effectively reduce the number of 
weaker applications and attract more suitable talent."

Ken Lahti says their key innovations this year are focused around three areas: 
predicting in-role performance and future potential, improving the candidate experience 
and accessibility of assessments, and helping HR harness the power of big data and 
talent insights. He comments that ability and personality assessments have always 
been popular in predicting potential. "However, Situational Judgment assessments 
are increasingly becoming the preferred method of assessment by candidates. They 
employ sophisticated and powerful methodology to screen candidates while delivering 
an accurate perspective of the job. Our advanced simulation technology, coupled with 
best-in-class predictive content delivery and user-friendly experiences while accurately 
screening job seekers on essential attributes."

Lahti says companies are realising the importance of positive candidate 
experiences regardless of whether they are successful in their application. "This is in part 
to protect a company’s reputation and also to ensure the assessment makes the best 
use of a candidate’s time. Designing assessments which are inclusive and accessible 
for the widest group of people possible is critical for ensuring the right person is 
selected for the job regardless of background, age, sex, skin colour or disability. For 
example, our assessments are compatible with screen reading devices or large font 
sizing and this can make all the difference to the quality and diversity of candidates  
who apply."

Another growth area for assessment is in the job-search side of recruiting, where we 
see candidates using assessments to demonstrate their technical skills to prospective 
employers, says Lahti. "Candidates can obtain independent “certifications” of their 
technical skills from providers like Brainbench that can then be used as credentials on 
job applications or on career sites such as LinkedIn, differentiating themselves from 
uncertified candidates and providing an objective 3rd-party view on their talents."

Finally, Lahti points out that although a candidate’s skillset may not be right for a 
particular role, an employer can still use assessment data to draw insights on previous 
applicants in case a more suitable position becomes available. Equally, by managing 
assessment data HR professionals can identify trends and future capability, to help 
source the next generation of leaders and shore up succession pipelines. 

When skills testing software first came to the market it replaced some of the human 
contact in the candidate journey, remembers Amanda Davies, Sales & Marketing 
Director at isvgroup. "A computer based system that screened out people for you 
without you having to say a word, brilliant! However, she says: "On reflection, what 
message was this giving to candidates about how important they are? " Amanda 

Skills testing and screening 
needs to fit neatly into online 
recruitment systems and 
candidate management 
software
Amanda Davies, Sales & Marketing Director at isvgroup. 

15online screening
& SkILLS TESTING 

Following on from our other feature 
this month on graduates, filtering vast 
numbers of applications is particularly 
important to recruiters this year. For 
example, Ken Lahti, VP, Product 
Development & Innovation at SHL reports 
that from their survey of 200 graduate 
recruiters this year, they found that 43% 
of them had received between 10,000 
and 15,000 applicants since September 
2012! Lahti says consequently HR needs 
to become more efficient and effective at 
sifting applications so they can find the 
right talent for their organisation. Lahti 
continues that many employers are also 
incorporating realistic job previews for 
candidates to experience what it would be 
like to work for the company." This helps 
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Davies says now  recruiters are trying to attract the best talent they need to differentiate 
themselves, reporting that one of their new recruitment clients this year, Interpersonnel, 
said that skills testing was a crucial element of the candidate journey. It provides another 
opportunity for them to contact candidates, build rapport and get to know them better. 
Plus those who complete the exercises quickly indicate more commitment to finding 
a job role in comparison to those that have to be chased. Holly Millen, Commercial 
Director for Interpersonnel also said, “After only one month of implementation our 
consultants have booked in more candidate registration interviews and reduced 
registration time.” So not only are there people focused benefits, there are visible 
commercial benefits too.

Davies says ISV are constantly working on upgrades and new assessments. "Skills 
testing and screening needs to fit neatly into online recruitment systems and candidate 
management software. We’ve developed integration plug-ins so this can happen 
without consultants having to switch between multiple systems. It’s all online and all-in-
one, another factor which eases the pressure on recruiters in a busy market place."

gamification - still need to be fair assessments

The development of more immersive, face valid tools, including SJTs (Situational 
Judgement Tests) and the use of Avatars and videos to create more realistic simulated 
environments is something we certainly expect to see more of, predicts Dan Hughes, 
Director of Product Development at a&dc. In relation to this he foresees more demand 
for screening methods that draw on principles and technology from online gaming. 
Hughes cautions that while we expect there to be an increase in more immersive 
forms of assessment, the challenge for psychologists developing these assessments 

online screening
& SkILLS TESTING
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There is a danger that the 
focus could get too much on 
the attraction element of these 
more immersive assessments  
and lose sight of the fact that 
assessments like this still need 
to be reliable, fair and predict job 
performance
Dan Hughes, Director of Product Development, a&dc

is to ensure they are still built in line with 
best practice in test development and 
demonstrate acceptable psychometric 
properties. "There is a danger that the 
focus could get too much on the attraction 
element of these more immersive 
assessments (i.e. fancy graphics) and 
lose sight of the fact that assessments 
like this still need to be reliable, fair and 
predict job performance."

how can you combat fraud?

Cherie Curtis, Head of Psychology at 
Onetest suggests there is no doubt test 
takers are becoming more savvy with 
technology and online psychometric 
assessments. Curtis says this is why 
considerable focus is being placed on 
security and data integrity, explaining 
potential fraud and validation of 
candidates identification is addressed 
via a number of strategies including; 
contracting test takers with user 
agreements, managing expectations 
via instructions, through to verification 
testing. In addition to this, Curtis says data 
forensics and mining together with web 
monitoring across individual and group 
data ensure all aspects of security are 
covered.

At SHL, Ken Lahti says they make 
significant investments in test design to 
prevent fraud- they share and implement 
best practice processes with their clients, 
conduct on-going research on things 
like pass rates, and deploy tests using 
leading-edge technologies including 
Computer Adaptive Testing. "We design 
most of our assessments, particularly 
those with clear right or wrong answers 
that are most at-risk for cheating, with 
large question banks which prevent 
candidates from sharing detailed 
information and questions with anyone 
else on a particular assessment, as only a 
small number of questions from the bank 
would be revealed for a given candidate". 
They also advise employers to take 
advantage of SHL’s online verification 
assessment, which is a free service that 
allows recruiters to retest candidates in 
a supervised environment. Verification 
ensures that candidates’ results are 
accurate and reflect their ability rather 
than someone else’s, and these ‘verified’ 
scores determine whether the candidate 
proceeds to the next stage in the process. 





launCHes#

1> CareersinAudit.com 
launches Asia Pacific job 
board to service growing 
requirements in the 
region

CareersinAudit.com has launched a new 
stand-alone job board for the Asia Pacific 
region. CareersinAudit Asia Pacific is 
the first specialist Audit career site in the 
region and will provide the very latest job 
opportunities, career articles and industry 
news for Audit, Risk and Compliance 
professionals across the region, including 
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, 
Malaysia, Australia and NZ.The new job 
board provides many of the great features 
of the global site, with free jobseeker 
accounts, emailed job alerts and CV 
services for candidates, and cost effective 
job advertising, branding, targeted emails 
and CV database options for employers 
and recruiters across Asia Pacific.

www.careersinaudit.asia 
www.careersinaudit.com

2> Bullhorn launches 
new enhanced Outlook 
and Gmail solution

Bullhorn recently announced an expanded 
capability – Bullhorn for Email – that 
enables its users to get through their email 
inboxes faster by seeing and acting on 
ATS/CRM information within the Gmail 
and Outlook email clients. Bullhorn for 
Email is a window into the Bullhorn ATS/
CRM, allowing users to see key Bullhorn 
data without having to leave their inbox. 
Bullhorn is the only ATS/CRM provider 
that offers direct integration with Gmail 
and Outlook without the need for plug-ins, 
enabling recruiters to work from anywhere 
at any time across any platform.

www.bullhorn.com
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4> 247recruit Launch 
1clickCV "Apply By 
Mobile" Service

247recruit have launched "1clickCV" to 
make it easier for candidates to apply 
by mobile from any job board. 1clickCV 
allows candidates to create their own 
online CV and then apply faster by auto-
filling application and registration forms. 
They can also use a Job Manager tool to 
keep track of all their applications in one 
place from any device. Each candidate 
gets a unique 1clickcv.com URL that they 
can send to anyone who wants to view 
their online CV. The service is 100% free 
for candidates. Further information is 
available at 1clickCV.com.

www.1clickCV.com

3> drapersjobs.com 
launches Fashion 
Industry Salary Tracker

Drapersjobs.com – the best online 
destination for all roles in fashion, today 
launches the first ever salary tracker 
service for the fashion industry. The salary 
tracker, which is free and easy to use, 
allows you to compare your own job title 
to current market trends in order to see 
if you are being paid what you are worth, 
as well as researching the salaries for 
other roles you would like to apply for. The 
Drapersjobs.com salary tracker requires 
no registration and enables you to browse 
by job title and location, giving you an 
instant breakdown of the average salary 
by UK location for particular job types. 
Searching within the salary tracker also 
feeds through the latest jobs matches 
from Drapersjobs.com that match your 
search, resulting in a more efficient job 
search experience.

www.Drapersjobs.com

1

Online exclusive
Visit onrec.com for the 
latest information on online
recruitment 
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Please let us know by  
emailing editor@onrec.com
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5> New release for Qandidate.
com’s free recruitment software

Qandidate.com, the free recruitment software has 
announced a series of new releases during the summer 
period. “It’s been a blast”, stated Remy Verhoeven, 
partner at Qandidate.com. “We have welcomed more 
than 1500 companies since the launch at the end of 
February in the UK and Netherlands.” The new summer 
releases are driven and inspired by the ideas and 
thoughts of Qandidate.com’s customers. The releases 
include new enhancements and features in the area of 
reporting, vacancy management, support and usability. 
“It is really exciting to see how companies are embracing 
our solution to improve and streamline their recruitment 
process”, continues Verhoeven. “Qandidate.com offers 
all the functionality needed  for an in-house recruiter to 
kick start their recruitment activities in matter of minutes.”  
Companies who want to know more about Qandidate.
com’s free recruitment software are welcomed to join 
one of the introduction webinars. For more information 
about our webinar series, please visit the Qandidate.com 
website.

www.Qandidate.com

6> JobBoard.com launches

Founded upon over 15 years of industry knowledge, JobBoard.
com provides its customers with a comprehensive, yet 
affordable, job board platform.  Inclusive of updates and 
upgrades, prices for running a JobBoard.com job board (with 
the full suite of functionality) start from just £99 per month. Every 
job board provided by JobBoard.com becomes a member of 
the JobBoard.com network.  This network, comprising over 4000 
job boards, immediately increases the chances of commercial 
success.  Jobs posted by customers on a JobBoard.com board 
are syndicated to the network.  This brings maximum exposure 
for the advert, and attracts both the highest number and quality 
of applications. Furthermore, JobBoard.com job boards benefit 
from instant and high quality  
job content from the  
network.  Customers are  
paid a fee for every  
qualified application  
made to a network job  
through their site.

www.JobBoard.com

3

6
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the onrec online recruitment conference and exhibition 2013 - 
tickets are £350+vat - £50 will go to the anthony nolan charity

1st october 2013 | the grange city 
hotel, london

The Onrec online recruitment conference 
has a very special offer! For every ticket 
purchased in August, Onrec will donate 
£50 to the Anthony Nolan charity; our event 
charity.

David Hurst, CEO, Onrec.com 
commented "We are delighted to have the 
Anthony Nolan charity as our conference 
charity. Their impressive ability to match 
donors to people needing transplants 
has great synergy with online recruitment 
industry, matching candidates to jobs."

With 480,000 potential candidates 
on our UK register and links to 20 million 
people worldwide, Anthony Nolan is a 
national recruiter with global reach. We have 
developed an algorithm to make smarter, 
more efficient matches – the only difference 
is that the roles we offer are lifesaving ones.

Anthony Nolan is the chosen charity for 
the Onrec Conference and Exhibition 2013.  
Lila Dowie, Senior Corporate Partnerships 
Manager, Anthony Nolan, said "We will be 
speaking at the conference and giving 
attendees the chance to join the bone 
marrow (or stem cell) register on the day.

Anthony Nolan is a charity that’s all 
about finding the right person for the job. 
Every day we recruit people through our 
website, in schools and universities, out in 
the community and through companies. Our 
candidates are all potential donors, people 
willing to offer a tiny number of their stem 
cells to someone they have never met, in 
a process very similar to giving blood. Our 
clients, on the other hand, are the 1,700 
people in the UK and 52,000 worldwide who 

are suffering from blood cancers like leukaemia and currently waiting for a match that could 
save their life.

We make three of these matches every day but for each position successfully filled, there 
is another that remains empty because the right donor can’t be found. Matches are made 
thanks to our unique register – the first of its kind in the world and the largest in the UK – 
which holds the details of more than 480,000 people, with tens of thousands of new donors 
registering each year. Every one of them is a potential lifesaver because for a child or adult 
with blood cancer, a transplant is their last hope of life when all other treatment has failed.

The register is open to anyone between the ages of 16 and 30 and while the positions 
we’re looking to fill are all the same (Donor, £0k per annum, no experience necessary), 
the job descriptions are very different. For a match to be made, the patient needs a donor 
who matches their tissue type. This may sound straightforward but there are, in fact, more 
possible permutations of tissue type then there are people living on the planet. To identify 
someone’s tissue type (or Human Leukocyte Antigen – HLA) we need to determine the alleles 
(or barcode) for six particular genes on chromosome 6. There are thousands of different 
alleles, therefore millions of potential types and if we can’t match this minute detail on a 
person’s biological CV, they can never be the right person for the job.

70% of patients will not find a matching donor from within their own families; instead they 
turn to us to find them an unrelated donor. So how do we make sure someone’s a perfect 
fit? When someone joins the donor register, they don’t simply add their name to a list, as 
with organ donation. Each potential donor provides a saliva sample through one of our quick 
and easy ‘spit kits’, which we then process in our laboratories to analyse and identify their 
tissue type. This processing is both complex and costly, requiring multiple highly specialised 
techniques and taking several weeks for every new donor sample".

onrec will be donating £50 for every delegate ticket which is sold throughout 
august. tickets are £350+vat. contact stuart@onrec.com for more information.

Lila Dowie, Senior Corporate Partnerships Manager, Anthony Nolan continued, "Finding a 
donor is like searching for a needle in a global haystack. Because of this, we are developing 
the Genotype Prediction Algorithm (GPA), which allows us to dramatically reduce the time 
required to find a match. It’s like a finely-tuned metal detector, one that suddenly makes 
finding that elusive needle a whole lot less daunting.      

Just as recruiters use complex algorithms to identify specific job candidates from 
among the countless people in your databases, we use the GPA to zero in on potential 
donors. In short, it gives us the ability to predict a high-resolution HLA type from a low or 
medium resolution type, which is the level of detail we have for most historic donors on the 
register. What this means is that we can better predict from our data who will be the highest 
percentage match for a patient. It also provides a filter that can be added to search results in 
order to pick the best possible donors for patients of a similar ethnic group.

With 480,000 potential candidates on our UK register and links to 20 million people worldwide, Anthony 
Nolan is a national recruiter with global reach. We have developed an algorithm to make smarter, more 
efficient matches – the only difference is that the roles we offer are lifesaving ones. Anthony Nolan is the 
chosen charity for the Onrec Conference and Exhibition 2013.  We will be speaking at the conference and 
giving attendees the chance to join the bone marrow (or stem cell) register on the day. 





To create the GPA, we took 20,000 
young male donors between 18 and 30, from 
a British/Irish Northern European Caucasoid 
background, as this is the UK’s largest 
ethnic group. They were typed at a very 
high resolution so we could translate that 
into something representative of what we 
can expect to find in the general population 
and, therefore, the percentage chance that 
someone will be the best match.

We are currently working to expand 
this algorithm to include data from other 
ethnic groups, specifically Indian Asian, 
the largest ethnic minority group in the 
UK. Our current ‘six per cent’ campaign is 
focused on recruiting 3,000 Asians of Indian 
descent onto our register and data from this 
campaign will then be used in developing a 
GPA for this ethnic group as well.         

While finding donors is our primary 
goal, only marginally less important is 
communication. Potential donors remain 
on the register until the age of 60, so one 
of our biggest challenges is keeping in 

touch with them in the long term. After all, 
when someone comes up as a match we 
then need to be able to find them. Plus, our 
donors aren’t just potential lifesavers, they 
are also powerful ambassadors for Anthony 
Nolan and regularly act as fundraisers, 
volunteers and recruiters for our cause. 
Because of this we have spent the last few 
years developing a detailed communication 
strategy to mirror our recruitment strategy.

We contact everyone on the register 
each year and each contact is reviewed to 
ensure that the person is warm and remains 
willing to donate. We ensure that channels 
are kept open to track changing contact 
details, while encouraging interaction and 
further support.

We also run regular ‘update your details’ 
campaigns via email, text, digital media and 
mailings and engage with donors on social 
media sites such as Twitter. Meanwhile, we 
are trialing whether contacting likely donors 
at an earlier stage improves retention rates.

Of course nothing we do would 

possible without the generosity of our 
supporters. If you have expertise that 
could help us in our work, would like to 
consult or support us then please get 
in touch. Whether it’s donating time to 
volunteer, donating money or pro-bono 
advice to help fund our work or simply 
spitting in a tube and signing up to the 
register, Anthony Nolan will gratefully 
accept any assistance you can provide. 
Help us recruit more people and help us 
to save more lives. Of all the positions 
you’ll ever fill, the role of lifesaver might 
just be the most important."

To find out more and join the register 
please visit www.anthonynolan.org/
bethecure

For more information on Anthony 
Nolan please contact Lila Dowie on 020 
7284 8243 lila.dowie@anthonynolan.org

Registered charity no 803716/SCO38827

meeting your match...
Barry, 34, joined the Anthony Nolan register in 
January 2002 after seeing a local news story 
about a young girl who needed a bone marrow 
transplant. 8 years later we contacted Barry to 
tell him that he was a match for a little boy with 
blood cancer. “I suppose I was a bit nervous, 
but what was really nerve-wracking was finding 
out that the little boy was going through a lot of 
chemotherapy in preparation for the transplant,” 
he remembers. “You suddenly realise that this 
little kid’s relying on you, so you start taking care 
of yourself a bit better. You don’t want anything 
to go wrong.”

Barry travelled to London to donate via 
bone marrow collection in November 2010. “I 
was quite tired afterwards, but that was it, really. 
Donating is nowhere near as painful as most 
people think. I also felt an immense sense of 
well-being – I’d tried to save someone’s life.”

In December 2012, Barry received a call 
from us, telling him that his recipient was a 
seven-year-old boy who lived in America and 
who was doing well post-transplant. “It was a 
bit of a shock to find out that my recipient was 
American – I didn’t know that Anthony Nolan 
helped people all over the world. But as soon 
as I heard that he wanted to meet me, I agreed. 
How often do you get the chance to meet the 
person whose life you saved?”

In May this year Barry met his recipient 
Ryan Compton, now 8, and his family in Los 
Angeles. Ryan who is making a remarkable 
recovery from blood cancer, greeted Barry 
with a hug. Barry, from Widdrington Station, 
Northumberland, flew to the U.S. just a month 
after the birth of his first child, Sol.
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GRAdUATe ReCRUITMeNT

Class Of 2013: graduaTe 
suCCess dePends On seCTOr
Depending on their skills and expertise, 
savvy graduates of 2013 and even  past 
years can have job vacancies waiting 
for them out there- if they can find them. 
The myriad of ways to attract graduates 
get more bewildering every year; from 
advertising posts on social networks to 
recruiters offering  games and apps. This 
year, success does depend more than 
ever on the specific skills offered. Onrec 
found out more from the experts...

Whilst many historically large 
graduate programmes are still much 
smaller than they were three years 
ago, they are still realising the great 
benefits of hiring their talent ‘fresh’ from 
university and introducing the culture 
and ‘company way’ of doing things at 
this early stage in a graduate’s career, 
according to James Callander, Managing 
Director at  FreshMinds Talent recruitment 
consultancy. Callander comments that 

employers are increasingly open to 
considering graduates who have taken 
a year out – even if they haven’t been 
employed in a sector relevant to the 
role. Whilst this means more choice for 
employers, he says this means graduates 
facing stiffer competition for roles.

Data analytics is big news for the 
graduate job market remarks Callander.  
"Opportunities for graduates who can 
undertake data analysis to varying levels 
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of ‘geekdom’ are growing at pace. As 
well as having a natural inclination to 
understand more complex analytical 
tools, these candidates must also be 
able to display the confidence and 
personality to share their insights with 
senior stakeholders in a dynamic and 
engaging way." He says desire for this 
combined skill set is significant in the 
market; these students, if they exist, will 
have the graduate recruiters eating out 
of their hands! He also notes  sectors 
such as social media, pay per click and 
search engine optimisation (SEO) are also 
growing fast, both in start-ups focusing 
specifically on these areas, and as part 
of a larger organisation in the technology 
division.  

Callander reflects a feeling within 
the graduate recruitment market that 
most graduates are unsure of what they 
actually want to do. He explains they  
emerge from university with a varied 
set of very useful skills which could be 
used in a number of ways, but they’re 
uncertain of where they are best applied. 
"Graduates make better career decisions 
and remain more open to opportunities 
when they focus on the actual day-to-
day business of the role itself and the 
skills needed." Callander recommends 
where  employers, recruiters and career 
advisory services focus on this and de-
emphasise the company’s brand and 
title of the role, they are likely to find more 
suitable and focused candidates. "Online 
recruitment is hugely beneficial to the 
market, making job opportunities visible 
to the widest audience possible. However, 
the opportunity cost of a ‘free’ advert is 
the time it takes to screen the random 
applications, those who are unsuitable 
for the role from the outset. Popular 
companies will benefit from introducing 
measures to filter out timewasters."

James Taylor, director at Macildowie, 
recommends filtering as worthwhile. 
He says: "Technology-wise, bigger 
companies are using tools like ‘candidate 
tracking systems’, to sift through the 
large amount of CVs they receive. This 
means graduates should ensure their 
CV is bespoke to the position they’re 
applying for, if they want to survive the 
first cut. Developments in technology 
also see more and more businesses 
using psychometric testing to ensure 

they employ people who best fit their business cultures. At Macildowie we use MindMill 
testing to assess behaviours and personality fits for our clients to ensure we only send 
them the ‘best-fit’ candidates for their company."

Certainly talent acquisition and management specialist Alexander Mann Solutions  
has noticed that graduate applications are becoming sharper and more targeted as 
more graduates realise the importance of employability in a challenging economic 
climate. This means there are fewer applications being made but those who are 
applying are achieving a higher rate of success. Alexander Mann reports that more 
candidates (47%) are successful in securing jobs at the final stage and there is currently  
an average of 31 applications per hire, compared to 46 per hire in 2012. 

From a student's perspective, Mike Hill, chief executive at Graduate Prospects 
advises that they simply won’t accept poor user experiences and online recruitment 
sites that aren’t up to scratch will suffer. "It’s no longer enough to offer a job board, 
students and graduates want and expect added value – a content rich experience 
that proves engaging, informative and overall valuable in their job search and career 
development. We have recognised for some time the value of putting students and 
graduates at the centre of our website planning, design and testing approach and have 
already felt the benefits. There is never going to be a ‘typical’ user and it’s a common 
mistake to assume that you know what your audience wants as it’s likely that you could 
be miles off. User experience or UX involves continually monitoring web interaction and 
responses to ensure that users find what they need as painlessly as possible, helping 
them to reach their end goal. We have embraced this approach with a representative 
group of our target audience directly involved in the development of our products 
and services." Hill believes consideration for mobile use is essential to maximise user 
experiences, as focusing solely on designing a traditional website means that you are 
likely to lose a large percentage of your potential audience.

Surely graduates are now aware that they need to be careful about their use of 
social media and keep photos of their drunken antics separate from their professional 
life. Student network and community Unii.com aims to give graduates the security 
that their social networking activity from their student days won't be visible to potential 
employers, while also giving them access to well-targeted internship and permanent 
positions from a jobs board. Their CEO Marco Nardone believes by posting roles to 
dedicated student jobs boards on such a site that their audience use as part of their 
everyday lives, recruiters will guarantee they are targeting the exact group of people 
their role requires. Employers can target graduates based on university, location and 
even course and society level. 

What’s new for grads this year? 
David Cohen is Director at LinkedIn for Talent Solutions in Europe, Middle East and 
Africa. He cites  graduates and students as the fastest growing demographic on 
LinkedIn, saying they now have over 30 million of them on LinkedIn around the world. 
Cohen announces their latest product for graduate recruitment is CheckIn – an app for 
mobile devices that allows candidates to 'check into' a careers event using their LinkedIn 
login and password. Cohen explains : "The app saves their details within a Recruiter 
project on LinkedIn, allowing recruiters to stay in touch after the event. Previously, it was 
common practice for recruiters to collect CVs at campus events and manually enter 
them into Recruiter, which took a lot of time and carried the risk of lost CVs, so this 
marks a big step forward in streamlining campus recruitment." 

Having a strong presence on digital and social channels was once a ‘nice to have’, 
according to Cohen, but as gen Y enter the job market, it’s now an absolute must, as 
online channels are the first port of call for career information for many students and 
graduates. "To be most effective, employers, job boards and careers advisors need 
to make sure that their graduate information is easy to find and navigate and, where 
possible, optimised for mobile too to satisfy the 'smartphone generation.' Employers 
should also remember that it is not just job listings that graduates are looking for online. 
Many are logging on and using social media channels to get career advice and find 
out more about what it would be like to work for a prospective employer too. Make sure 



that your employer brand is accurately 
represented online and consider using 
employee advocates and relevant content 
on career advice to engage with them 
through the most popular job seeking 
channels."

Alexander Mann Solutions 
acknowledges social media will continue 
to play an important part in recruiting 
graduates, with companies growing 
their presence on the key social media, 
such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and 
Pinterest. They say with LinkedIn’s recent 
move to increase its presence and offering 
for the graduate market, they believe 
this platform will increasingly be integral 
to the world of graduate recruitment. 
Mobile has started to go mainstream 
in graduate recruitment, with many 
employer launching mobile optimised and 
responsive graduate recruitment websites, 
such as Alexander Mann Solutions client 
Rolls-Royce. Additionally, technologies 
such as Augmented Reality are becoming 
ever more important. Over the last year, 
they say they have seen recruitment 
campaigns for employers such as 
Thales and Jaguar Land Rover embed 
augmented reality to bring to life their 
organisations and careers to engage the 
mobile savvy graduate. 

Digital recruitment has long become 
the norm for graduate recruitment, 
continues Alexander Mann. "Where we see 
the evolution, is the continued integration 
of digital and physical marketing 
campaigns, evidenced by some of 
the recent high technology presences 
on campus by companies including 
JP Morgan and KPMG. As mentioned 
above, social media is mainstream. While 
‘traditional’ social media like Facebook 
remain a keystone for a graduates’ job 
hunt, the omnipresence of the messaging 
apps such as Whatsapp and the Chinese 
equivalent Webchat, which is now making 
strides outside Asia, also present a 
different opportunity for employers to 
engage with graduates on a platform 
which has fundamentally replaced emails 
and SMS. With the growth in Gamification 
globally (people spend more on online 
gaming than they do in the cinema today), 
we’ll see more gaming theory applied 
online to graduate recruitment. This will 
take the form of games on social media 
(e.g. Reckitt Benckiser, Deloitte) to global 
business case games (e.g. Airbus, L’Oreal 
and Schneider) through to games used 
to help candidates identify their cultural 
fit with a potential employer prior to 
application."

The picture for graduates is certainly 
shifting all the time, not just because of 

the economic climate but also the way technology has changed the way they interact 
with their potential employers- the next cohort of graduates will no doubt see further 
changes. Nick Guy, Managing Director at witlr.com predicts online graduate recruitment 
becoming a more specialised industry with employers enjoying greater autonomy 
over their search for graduate employees. "We will see a decline in more traditional 
recruitment methods such as posting job adverts, sifting through countless CVs or using 
expensive recruitment consultants. Instead employers will have the ability to cherry pick 
the students and graduates they want. This will be done using cheap, fast and effective 
search engines, similar to those available for people looking for cars or houses on 
Autotrader and Rightmove, making the whole process a lot simpler for employers. This 
future may seem biased towards employer’s needs, but if a business is able to find a 
candidate with the skills, experiences and personality to match their role accurately, 
it will inevitably lead to benefits for students and graduates themselves- they enjoy 
greater job satisfaction and improved career prospects, meaning both the employer 
and employee are left happy with their mutually beneficial relationship. We could also 
see employers looking further afield when hiring graduates. This is especially the case if 
employers, as predicted above, have the ability to accurately search for anyone; if they 
are unable to find what they want in one country they will simply broaden their search. 
Improved technology will inevitably see more and more people working from home so 
who’s to say that a graduate employee’s home won’t be abroad? The message from 
those working within, or providing insight into the market is clear – graduate jobs are on 
the rise in 2013."

In the future, David Cohen, Director at LinkedIn thinks that graduates will look at 
information and data to evaluate the companies who produce the types of professionals 
they aspire to be. "Because companies like LinkedIn can help students and graduates 
navigate the most likely paths toward their career goals I believe they will increasingly 
pay attention to a company’s digital footprint when making decisions about where they 
want to work, and vice-versa. Recruiters will look at how graduates interact with their 
chosen industry online – from their tweets and blog posts, to the companies that they 
engage – to determine their interest in their chosen field. To have their pick of graduate 
talent, employers should ensure that their employer branding is accurate and consistent 
across their digital channels, and tailored specifically for a graduate audience where 
possible. They should also consider investing in compelling content – like career 
advice and interview tips – to build a lasting relationship with this audience. Ultimately, 
it’s an exciting time to be a recruiter, and indeed, there’s never been a better time for 
employers and graduates to connect, inspire and engage with one another."

Graduates and students are the 
fastest growing demographic on 
LinkedIn, with over 30 million 
of them on LinkedIn around the 
world.
David cohen, LinkedIn
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ReCRUITeR'S VIeW
THe gOVernMenT's laTesT sPendIng 
reVIeW, annOunCed By CHanCellOr 
geOrge OsBOrne:

The spending review includes announcements of plans for £3 billion capital spending on new houses, an increase in capital 
spending to £9.5 billion on transport and a total £50 billion investment in new infrastructure projects. For recruiters involved in the 
construction market, public spending increases in building of roads, houses and infrastructure means more work, but also more 
competition for talent with specialist skills as the entire sector gears up for new and improved contracts. The channels through 
which less skilled roles are filled will diversify further thanks to Osborne’s review. Plans to increase money for apprenticeships allied 
to welfare initiatives designed to prompt the unemployed into work means there will be a greater focus on both sets of candidates. 
Recruiters will need to adapt their online activity to target these growing pools and interface more effectively with Government-driven 
vacancy portals.

howard Flint, managing director at omni resource management solutions

News of further public sector cuts announced today is a blow to hopes that employment in the sector might start to stabilise – but 
is not altogether surprising.  The Chancellor's comment that five new jobs have been created for every job cut in the public sector in 
the last year certainly seems accurate with our IT jobs data showing consistent growth from software houses over the last few years. 
However, today’s news may deepen concerns shared by IT pros that cuts could be discouraging young talent from entering the 
public sector.  The government needs to make sure that the figure outlined for education also includes a sum earmarked to develop 
ways of better showcasing IT career options for young people – to ensure all sectors and industries are enriched with new talent to 
help the UK compete on the global stage.

richard nott, Website director of cWJobs.co.uK

We’re still operating in a challenging environment – but the capital infrastructure investment announced today is a strong step 
towards the industry seeing future growth.  Research amongst built environment professionals has recently indicated huge 
enthusiasm for HS2 and it’s ability to both create jobs and improve the overall employment prospects of those working on the project 
– the green light from George Osborne today on this, along with news that a ‘Cross Rail 2’ project is scheduled, will only enhance the 
industry's optimism.

rob searle, commercial director, careerstructure.com

The Spending Review makes very clear that local authorities are indeed facing an extended period of job losses and leaner times.  
Partnerships and shared services arrangements will shape the future of local government and help offset the impact of cuts. Local 
authorities who therefore have a robust team in place will weather the storm. Successful sourcing and recruitment of talented 
individuals with a specific skills set to drive and deliver these changes should be at the forefront of senior management teams’ 
minds.  Local authorities can look to fill a short term skills gap through the recruitment of interims teams made-up of experienced 
specialists with project management and financial modelling expertise. Whilst some public sector areas have been ring fenced local 
government is set to be the hardest hit, and recruiters must ensure that new appointments to senior management posts have the 
following core attributes; an ability to identify, source and utilise untapped resources; advanced project management skills; plus 
mathematical, financial and technical abilities. Working in partnership, if done successfully, can result in a reduction of costs and the 
transformation of more than one organisation to suit leaner times.  Successful sourcing and recruitment of talented individuals, with a 
specific skills set to drive transformation, is vital.

gill Kelly, associate director of ciPFa recruitment services
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